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Ebury Publishing. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
101 Golden Rules of Fishing: Rob Beattie, Rob Beattie, Another
fishing book? Not quite. Although 101 Golden Rules of Fishing
delivers enough tips and tricks to satisfy beginners and
experienced fish smiths alike, it also dwells on the less tangible
aspects of angling - luck, ghosts, catching a monster, the
angeler's perfect car, how to blank (catch nothing), how to deal
with an angry bailiff, fishing somewhere that's never been fished
before, preparing to make your last ever cast.as if you ever
could. Angling isn't a hobby, a sport, a science or a skill; it isn't
even an art. It's a mystery, and one that takes a lifetime to
unravel. 101 Golden Rules of Fishing is the perfect travelling
companion for that journey - wide-eyed enough to love talking
about every aspect of fishing, wise enough to know that in the
end, all anglers are happy fools. The tips broadly break down
into four categories covering environment, practical tips,
equipment - including rods, reels and tackle - and golden
nuggets of fishing wit and wisdom. Illustrated throughout with
delightful and original artwork, this charming little book will
apppeal to anglers of all...
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An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never
confusing. Your life period will likely be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tr a cy K eeling-- Tr a cy K eeling

This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your
life period will likely be enhance as soon as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce B oyle-- Joyce B oyle
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